Communications

To the Editor:

I would like to compliment you for a fine job of reporting the recent academic meeting of the New York State University Conference (NYSC) held at the State University of New York College at Albany on October 17. The meeting was well organized and the presentations were of high quality.

Thank you for your efforts in covering this important event.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

House Notes

The House Committee would like to remind everyone that at the request of the Department of University Housing, all students living in the residence halls will be required to wear identification cards at all times. This change is being implemented in order to prevent unauthorized access to the halls.

State College News

The State University of New York College at Albany will hold its annual Homecoming Weekend on October 28-29. The weekend will feature a variety of events, including a homecoming parade, a football game, and a series of workshops and seminars. The Homecoming Dance will be held on Saturday evening from 7-11 p.m. at the Student Union Building.

Reserve Tickets For 'Othello'

Tickets for the production of 'Othello' will be available for purchase at the Box Office before the performance on October 28. The show is directed by Dr. John Adams, and the cast includes many talented actors from the college community.

Please Clean Our Commons

The State University of New York College at Albany has launched a campaign to encourage students to keep the Commons clean. The campaign aims to reduce litter and improve the overall environment in the Commons area. Students are encouraged to use the appropriate waste disposal facilities and to be mindful of their impact on the Commons space.

IASC Outlines Rushing Rules

The International Association of Student Councils (IASC) has outlined specific rules for the Rushing process in order to ensure fair and competitive selection of Rush week candidates. These rules include guidelines for the selection process, the criteria for evaluation, and the procedures for appointments.

IVCF Plans Fall Assembly

The International Volunteer Community for the Environment (IVCF) is planning a Fall Assembly to be held on campus on October 29. The Assembly will feature keynote speakers, workshops, and a variety of activities aimed at promoting environmental consciousness and community involvement.
Senate, We Approve!

It has long been the unofficial policy of the News to approve Senate. Today we would like to reverse this attitude somewhat.

We commend Senate for the work of such groups as the Student Committee for the Study of Campus. University Relations Committee, and the Activities Committee. Senate has been more effective in handling various academic and extracurricular matters.

We feel that Senate this year has honestly tried to cooperate with the student body, in considerate and not important legislation, and to serve the students' best interests. We hope that the long hours of discussion will continue through the year.

We feel that Senate this year has honestly tried to cooperate with the student body, in considerate and not important legislation, and to serve the students' best interests. We hope that the long hours of discussion will continue through the year.

Senator Brian D. Devine, a junior in History, between the lines

Perhaps the most important question that lies about any degree of the average student's desire to his government. Don't people care about their money the way they are being represented in the Senate?

Don't people care about their money the way they are being represented in the Senate?

There are many in Senate meetings to see what your senator's do. Senator Devine. Your interest and participation will prepare you for future positions of responsibility in elected government.

Isn't college to prepare us for the life we will lead as adults? Aren't we students, preparing ourselves for assumed adulthood and responsibility?

Why, then, do so many of us act as though this is the period of our lives when we can laugh at the words our minds, and have a good time?

Disillusioned?

Perhaps we are really a part of a generation that has been disillusioned about the basic values of society. We have come to the conclusion that the only way to combat the values of society is to fight against them. We fight that the good things that work is believing in something important than in establishing the values that we hold as important.

This past week's lack of judgment of many things and the lack of interest and enthusiasm came back to us all. Many students are beginning to realize that we have not only our own to consider but also our own responsibility to our college and our studies. We must all be prepared to contribute to the success of our college.

Common-Slater

There is no need to take a desk in the office to get honest. Don't lie to other people. Don't lie to yourself. It's better to be honest. Don't lie to others. Don't lie to yourself. It's better to be honest.

Communications

N. H. K. Stone

Dear Editor:

I would like to express my concern over the recent appointment of the new physical education director. While I understand the need for a new perspective, I feel that the appointment was not made after thorough consideration of the candidates.

In light of this, I would like to propose an alternative approach to the selection process. First, a comprehensive search committee should be formed to evaluate potential candidates. This committee should consist of representatives from various departments and student groups, ensuring a broad range of perspectives.

Once the candidates have been identified, a series of interviews should take place, allowing for a deeper understanding of their qualifications and experiences. Following these interviews, a formal decision should be made based on the recommendations of the search committee.

I believe that this approach would not only ensure a more qualified candidate is hired, but also demonstrate our commitment to transparency and inclusivity in the selection process. Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

N. H. K. Stone

Student Pulse

The Metagrinder

By Anne Bogan

A new student club is being formed at Colgate called the Metagrinder. The club is open to all students interested in exploring the world of science fiction.

The club will meet weekly on Wednesday nights in the Evans House auditorium. Meetings will consist of discussions on various science fiction works, as well as opportunities for members to participate in creative writing workshops and role-playing sessions.

The club's mission is to foster a community of fans who share a love for science fiction and to provide a platform for exploring the genre's intricate themes and ideas. Members are encouraged to bring their favorite books, movies, and television shows to each meeting to share with the group.

The Metagrinder welcomes all students, regardless of experience or background in science fiction. The club organizers hope to create an inclusive environment where members can engage in meaningful conversations and connect with like-minded individuals.

If you are interested in joining the Metagrinder, please contact the club's founders, Mike and Sarah, via email at metagrinder@colgate.edu. We look forward to meeting you and sharing our passion for science fiction!
On Politics:
Can We Teach What We Know

Recently high school teachers have begun to ask if they can truly inculcate in the American youth a love of democratic ideals. The question has been asked in the academic community as well, and many educators feel that the answer is no.

It appears to me that these questions are being asked in the wrong way. We should not be trying to inculcate love of democratic ideals in young people, but should be trying to instill a love of learning. This, I believe, is the key to teaching what we know.

Young American Writers Show Promise

By SHAMIL FRIDROWS

Young people are often thought of as being immature and uninterested in literature. However, recent years have seen an increase in the number of young American writers who are gaining recognition for their work. These young authors are showing promise and are likely to become important figures in the literary world.

REMEMBER THE COMMON CAUSE

IN OUR STATE

Focus on Faculty

By Karen Johnson

Faculty members at our school are often underappreciated for their hard work and dedication. However, they are an integral part of our educational system and deserve recognition for their contributions.

SIC FLICS

"Gee, honey, you'll never pass your physics exam unless you learn to loosen up!"

Five Frosh

Review Class

Rivalry Views

By FIVE FRIDROWS

Miami is a city of contrasts. On one hand, it is a bustling metropolis with a vibrant nightlife and a diverse population. On the other hand, it is a city of intense rivalries. The Miami Hurricanes football team is a prime example of this.

State Bound

For Miami

The Miami Hurricanes football team is one of the most successful in the country. They have won numerous championships and have a dedicated fan base.

ART KAPNER

Writes All Types of Resistance

LIFE - AUTO-FIRE

Hospitations
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Potter Club Edges Tough APA Squad 13-6
To Nearly Clinch ‘61 AMIA Football Title

Wednesday, in a high spirited, well fought grid battle on Ver's field, an inspired Potter football team was frustrated in their attempt to overturn the Potter dynasty at AMIA football. The Potter victory virtually clinches the league title for them this year with TAO, who have yet to come out victorious in their final league in the league.

APU seemed to be on the way to victory as they controlled the ball for most of the first quarter. It wasn't until the second quarter that KEEP began to move the ball midway through the period they hit their stride. Paull Gerstenberger had scored two goals for the Kangaroos in the first quarter. Dave Meek's goal for the conversion put the Pottermen up one point over APA who had failed to make their extra-point attempt at the time.

The valiant APA squad put on a determined fight the rest of the way, but it wasn't enough to stop the keeping of the ball by teams that were continually able to stall a Camarillo squeeze pass get by them for points. The score: 13-6.

The first period saw little action as both teams seemed to be acquiring their form. Second quarter was completely different as APA caught on fire. Pottermen seven times to one of the teams. A tremendous punt by Chuck Potter started the second half in APA's favor, and a 10 yard interception gave the ball to APA who ran out the clock.

Notice
A newly formed club is being formed at state. The picture shows a group of women standing on a knoll overlooking the field. The club is to be known as the volleyball club and is to be formed for the purpose of providing a place to meet at the end of the day, where the members of state may socialize and play volleyball. The club is open to anyone who is interested in joining.

Volleyball Starts Oct. 27; Modern Dance Needs Help
By Nancy Schaaloff

Modern Dance shouldn't be confused with Jazz, Ballet, or any other form of dance that is currently in vogue. Modern Dance is a highly individual expression of the artist. Its goal is to express the self in every movement and to incorporate every movement into the dance.

Modern dancers have been at the forefront of the dance world for many years. Their work has been recognized by the public and by critics alike. Modern Dance is a form of expression that is not limited by time or place. It is a form of self-expression that is not contained by any political or social boundaries.

The only requirement for Modern Dance is that the dancer be willing to explore the depths of his or her own self. This exploration is not limited to what is seen on the surface. It is an exploration of the soul. The dancer must be willing to go beyond the physical and into the realm of the emotional and spiritual.

Modern Dance is not a form of entertainment. It is a form of communication. The dancer must be willing to use the body as a means of expressing the self. This communication is not limited to the dance floor. It is a communication that is felt on a personal level.

Modern Dance is a form of self-expression that is not limited by time or place. It is a form of communication that is not limited to the dance floor. It is a form of self-expression that is not limited by the physical. It is a form of self-expression that is not limited by the emotional or spiritual.
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Parents Day
To Take Place
November 4

Holden Junior College announces that its annual Parents Day will be held on Saturday, November 4, in the morning. The morning program will feature a breakfast for the mothers of the freshmen and a reception for the mothers of the sophomores. At noon, there will be a luncheon for the mothers of the juniors and seniors. In the afternoon, there will be a special program for the fathers of the freshmen and a reception for the fathers of the sophomores. At 4 p.m., there will be a special program for the fathers of the juniors and seniors. The program will include music, speeches, and a bazaar. All events will be held in the Holden Junior College auditorium.

Hardin Craig
Aids Faculty
At Ten-Eyck

College Press
States Events
At Ten-Eyck

Students to Select New
Annual Campus Queen

The annual event known as Campus Queen occurs in November at State College. The pageant is held to select a new Campus Queen, who will represent the college for the next academic year. The candidates for Campus Queen are selected by a panel of judges, who consider a variety of factors, including personality, appearance, and scholastic achievement. The final selection is made by the students, who vote for their favorite candidate. The pageant is a popular event, and thousands of students attend to support their favorite candidates. The winner is crowned during a ceremony at the end of the festivities, and her reign is celebrated throughout the academic year.